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My research interests are in the synergic areas of computer vision, computational photography, computer 

graphics, and machine learning. The goal is to develop computational techniques to capture, process, 

understand, and manipulate visual aspects of the real world. The advancement of these techniques will have 

significant impacts on many aspects of our lives, with broad applications in medical image analysis, security 

surveillance, robotics, human-computer interaction, multimedia systems, and entertainment.  

My research to date focuses on developing algorithms that overcome the limitations of traditional imaging 

systems, allowing us to “fill in the visual blank”. I have addressed the problem of visual information 

recovery along several important directions: revealing the missing parts of an image or a video due to 

removal of a foreground or background element [3, 5], recovering high spatial frequency details that are 

not resolvable in low-resolution observations [1, 7], discovering latent structures in extremely noisy videos 

for monitoring migrating birds, and restoring perceived color contrast by the colorblind [12-14].  

The key ingredient of my work is a data-driven approach to visual analysis and synthesis. Unlike existing 

approaches that treat the observed images as pure 2D signals and not as a 2D projection of the physical 3D 

world, the core idea of my research is to model and interpret visual signals in terms of physical surface, 

object, and scene. While the idea seems intuitive at first glance, it raises new interesting research questions. 

The questions include (1) what aspects of the captured visual scene should be extracted and what kinds of 

representation should we use; (2) how to effectively integrate these structural constraints for solving 

problems; (3) how to automatically handle the uncertainty due to imperfect computer vision techniques.  

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 

In what follows, I outline the past and current research contributions. The unifying theme in my work is the 

use of physically grounded models for reasoning with geometric and spatial structures [3, 5], natural 

repetition of visual data [1], and domain-specific knowledge [6, 9-11].  

Image Completion - Seeing the Unseen Pixels [3, 5, 8]: Filling regions in images with plausibly 

synthesized content is a common image editing operation. This task, known as image completion, is widely 

used in applications ranging from the seamless removal of unwanted objects in personal photos, extend the 

field-of-view of a panorama image, to movie post-production. It is also an important step in many computer 

graphics algorithms, e.g., for generating a clean background plate or reshuffling image contents.  

The state-of-the-art algorithms typically rely only on low-level cues (e.g., color, texture) and synthesize the 

missing region using patches copied from the known region. This results in an image that locally appears 

like the known input everywhere. While much progress has been made, the problem remains challenging 

as a higher level understanding of the scene is often required.  

My ICCP ’13 paper [5] introduced a new interactive image completion system that allows humans to 

provide high-level expertise while the system carries out low- and mid-level processing. I designed an 

interface for users to easily specify various forms of mid-level structures in the image. The user inputs are 

then automatically converted into guidance maps that encode possible candidate shifts and local 

transformations. These guidance maps can then be used in conjunction with appearance matching for image 

completion. I showed that the proposed algorithm is capable of handling a variety of challenging examples. 



         

From left to right: seeing unseen pixels [3] [5], high frequency details [1], and appearances [2]. 

My SIGGRAPH’14 work [3] took a step further and showed how image completion can be substantially 

improved by automatically guiding the low-level synthesis algorithm using structural analysis of the known 

region. Specifically, I estimate planar orientation (i.e., the local perspective slope of the scene) as well as 

natural repetition in the affine rectified domain. These constraints are cast as a prior probability of the patch 

transformation parameters. With the discovered physical constraints, I can use a rich patch transformation 

model as these constraints effectively reduce the high dimensional model to a lower degree subspace. 

My work has shed novel insight on visual synthesis problems. Conventional statistical texture synthesis 

methods formulate texture synthesis using an “analysis then synthesis” framework. However, such 

framework has been mostly set aside due to the simplicity and the effectiveness of data-driven methods. 

My work demonstrates the benefit and the need for image analysis and shows that the significantly 

improved performance by striking a balance between analysis and synthesis. 

Video Completion - Seeing the Unseen Motion: Video completion, the space-time equivalent of image 

completion, aims at seamlessly filling missing regions in a video. The need for video completion naturally 

arises in various real-world scenarios, including unwanted object or watermarks removal in videos, 

restoration of damaged vintage films, and field of view expansion after video stabilization processing.  

The key challenges introduced by the additional time dimension are the temporal coherency of the 

synthesized contents and the dramatically increased computational complexity. Existing video completion 

techniques are thus far less mature than the 2D counterparts and often pose unrealistic assumptions of the 

videos, e.g., static camera, periodically moving objects or known background. 

In the work under review, I engage these new challenges by developing a data-driven algorithm for video 

completion. In contrast to common approaches that focus on synthesizing plausible appearances, the core 

idea of the proposed method is to jointly synthesize two interconnected representation of a video – motion 

and color. On one hand, the explicit modeling of motion for color synthesis preserves temporal coherency. 

On the other hand, the color-guided motion synthesis infers the unobserved dynamics. I demonstrated its 

wide applicability on various challenging, unconstrained videos.  

Detecting Migrating Birds - Seeing the Unseen Structures: Bird migration behavior has been a critical 

indicator for the evaluating environmental health. Through identifying important stopover and wintering 

locations, one can save these key locations for protecting endangered species.  Scientists have been using 

several techniques for monitoring bird migration, including satellite tracking, weather radar, moon watching, 

or attaching geolocators on the captured birds. However, these techniques are either expensive, labor-

intensive, or can only crudely estimate the density of the bird flock.  

Collaborating with researchers at Microsoft Research and Cornell Lab of Ornithology, I presented the very 

first video-based solution to help monitor bird migration. Video-based approach offers several advantages 

such as being low cost and is able to infer precise count, height, orientation, and speed of migrating birds. 

Such information would be very helpful for calibrating other sensing modalities (e.g., radar) as well.  



The main challenges are threefold. First, the only reliable cue is the motion as the image of birds in flight 

may just a few pixels. Second, bird migration often occurs in the night to avoid predators. The videos often 

contain a substantial amount of noises under low-light environments and thus birds are almost invisible to 

the naked human eye. Third, efficient algorithms are required for large-scale deployment. I tackled these 

challenges by exploiting two underlying geometric constraints. First, I use stereo cameras and apply the 

constraints that the detected birds should have plausible height and share the same flying direction and 

speed in both cameras. Second, the approximately straight flying trajectories allow us to efficiently explore 

and verify the solution space by integrating many weak signals across time to obtain clean signals. I 

validated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on real videos in the wild.  

Image Super-Resolution - Seeing the Unseen Details [1, 7]: In most imaging applications, high spatial 

resolution (HR) images are often desired because they facilitate visual analysis and provide visually 

pleasing fine details. For example, HR medical images are crucial for a doctor to make a correct diagnosis. 

Computer vision algorithms can identify individual objects with HR images that could otherwise be 

indistinguishable in the low-resolution (LR) ones. The resolution of a sensing system is physically limited 

by diffraction barriers, sensor size, and lens blur. Super-resolution techniques aim at breaking the inherent 

resolution limitation and are of great interests across many fields in science and engineering. 

I tackled the practical scenarios where only one single LR image is available. Existing algorithms cast SR 

as a learning problem that maps LR patches to HR ones. In contrast, I proposed to exploit the statistical 

prior that local patches in an image tend to recur within and across scales of the same image. Yet, the 

internal dictionary may not be sufficiently expressive to cover the textural appearance variations. I thus 

proposed transformed self-similarity to overcome this drawback. Specifically, I localize planes in the scene 

and use the detected geometry to guide the patch search process. I incorporate additional affine 

transformations to accommodate local shape variations. To facilitate efficient search, I propose a 

compositional model to simultaneously handle both types of transformations. Surprisingly, even without 

using any external training databases, the proposed algorithm achieve significantly superior results on urban 

scenes, while maintaining comparable performance on natural scenes as other SR algorithms. The work 

was selected as an oral presentation (acceptance rate < 3%) at the top conference in computer vision 

(CVPR). 

Visual Tracking – Seeing the Unseen Appearances [2, 4]: Visual tracking aims at localizing target of 

interests in a video despite significant appearance variations. The main challenge lies in how to deal with 

the unseen appearances over time. I exploited transfer learning methods for handling this problem in two 

projects: eye-gaze tracking (using physical simulation) and object tracking (using auxiliary training images).  

Eye-gaze tracking is a widely used tool in psychology and as an input for natural human-computer 

interaction. However, the performance of eye gaze trackers often decays dramatically as the subject moves 

away from the calibration position. In [4], I improved both the accuracy and robustness of a gaze tracker 

using a learning-based method for compensating both spatially-varying and head pose dependent errors in 

a unified framework. The key is to train an adaptive regression model offline using a large amount of 

physically simulated data. I validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach using both simulated and 

real data from a prototype implementation. This work received the best paper award from ETRA’14. 

Object tracking plays an important role in various video understanding applications. In [2], I proposed to 

transfer the rich feature hierarchy from deep convolutional neural networks trained on a large-scale object 

recognition dataset for object tracking. The outputs of the last convolutional layers encode the semantics of 

targets and such representations are robust to appearance variations. However, their spatial resolution is too 

coarse to precisely localize targets. In contrast, earlier convolutional layers provide precise localization but 



are less invariant to appearance changes. I exploited these multiple levels of abstraction for visual tracking 

and demonstrate excellent tracking performance. 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

My long-term research goal is to develop robust and scalable algorithms for learning and understanding 

visual data. I have made significant strides towards this goal by exploiting physically grounded constraints 

for filling the visual blank. Building upon my previous experiences, my research plans are organized around 

three main themes: (1) learning with weak supervision, (2) spatial understanding, and (3) temporal 

understanding. 

Learning with Weak Supervision: With the rapid advance of consumer cameras, vast and ever-growing 

amount of images and videos (i.e., Big Visual Data) in various domains and modalities are readily available. 

Recent success in visual recognition systems relies on training deep neural networks on a large-scale 

annotated dataset in a fully supervised fashion. Unfortunately, the absence of supervision associated with 

the data limits their scalability and applicability. I would like to tackle this challenge and develop tools and 

methods that can learn with big visual data without extensive human annotation and allow visual knowledge 

to be accumulated over time. 

My ongoing work on multi-person tracking in unconstrained videos is a specific example and a preliminary 

step toward this goal. The main idea is to exploit the physical constraints that two tracks that appear in the 

same video frame contain faces of different people. With these constraints, we can obtain video-specific 

training pairs and, in turn, learn a more discriminative feature representation without laborious manual 

annotation. The proposed algorithm showed dramatic improvement over existing techniques. The proposed 

method can serve as a basis for automatic video content analytic and visual surveillance applications.  

Analyzing Images with Spatial Reasoning: When we look at an image, we see a three-dimensional scene 

instead of a 2D array of pixels. The ability to perceive and reason in terms of 3D physical space is essential 

for building an intelligent robot that can effortlessly navigate in the room, avoid an obstacle, and interact 

with objects and human. I have worked on problems exploiting single-view reconstruction. In the future, I 

plan to explore the combination of single-image cues and multi-view cues, e.g., a robot navigating in a 

room. On one hand, single-view reconstruction algorithms can create a compact and structured 

representation (e.g., surface layout), but their accuracies often suffer due to ambiguous solutions. On the 

other hand, multi-view approaches can generate sparse and accurate 3D point clouds, but the representation 

is largely unstructured. I aim to design a unifying framework for these two threads of research endeavors.  

Analyzing Images over Time: The world is constantly changing. I am interested in developing algorithms 

to analyze, understand, and visualize our dynamic world using a large amount of visual data available on 

the web. In my previous work, I have developed algorithms for recovering motion and discovering latent 

structures from videos. Building on these preliminary studies on videos, I plan to study and design 

algorithms for establishing long-range temporal correspondence in unstructured image/video datasets. Such 

techniques can be used for reconstructing dynamic events and revealing changes of our world over time.  

Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration: From my experience in collaborating with ornithologists, I 

have learned valuable experiences in brainstorming ideas with people outside my field and enjoyed the 

interdisciplinary collaboration process greatly.  I believe that my research can make greater impacts in 

collaboration with domain experts in other disciplines. I am particularly interested in (1) health care 

applications, e.g., developing video-based, non-intrusive techniques for falling detection and prevention 

for the elderly people or detecting signs of early stroke from facial expressions, (2) biomedical applications, 

e.g., applying visual tracking for understating cell dynamics in time-lapse microscopy, and (3) cyber-



physical systems, e.g., using distributed visual sensors (such as public surveillance cameras in the streets) 

in a city to monitor, predict, and control traffics. 
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